DTIC Acronyms

AULIMP (Air University Library's Index to Military Periodicals)
CISTI (Canada Institute for Scientific and Technical Information)
DEPSCOR (Defense Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research)
HBCU/MI Program (Historically Black Colleges and Universities/Minority Institutions)
IAC (Information Analysis Center)
IR&D (Independent Research and Development)
MCTL (Militarily Critical Technologies List)
MURI (Multidisciplinary University Research Initiative)
R&E Portal (DoD Research and Engineering Portal)
RDDS (Research and Development Descriptive Summaries)
SBIR (Small Business Innovation Research)
SCAMPI (Staff College Automated Military Periodicals Index)
STINET (Scientific and Technical Information Network)
STINFO (Scientific and Technical Information)
TEMS (Total Electronic Migration System)
TRAIL (Technical Reports Automated Information List)
URS (University Research Support)
URI (University Research Initiative)